Abstract

An understanding of the amount of moisture expansion in clay bricks and the rate at which it occurs are of paramount importance when dealing with bricks in construction. Techniques for predicting the amount of expansion that will take place in particular bricks are discussed in this paper. It is suggested that the method developed by the Brick Development Research Institute (BDRI) and now written into the Australian Standard Method for Testing Clay Bricks provides answers of sufficient accuracy for building purposes. It is however acknowledged that some refinements are possible in aspects of the test and in the reporting of results.

The two principal directions of brickwork movement – horizontally in the length of the wall and vertically in its height – are discussed and proposals are put forward for control measures aimed at preventing the damage which results from such movements. The possibility that movement might be eliminated or reduced if bricks can be set aside for a time after they are made and before they are built into structures is discussed and found to be of minor importance. The paper concludes with a proposal for control of the consequences of moisture expansion in construction.
1.0 Introduction

This paper considers the phenomenon of moisture expansion in clay bricks as it affects the buildings from which they constructed. It attempts to discuss the topic on an international basis, but it will have an Australian bias. This is inevitable given that it was the high level of expansion in bricks manufactured in Australia during the 1950s and 1960s that brought the matter into the bright light of investigation and controversy, and it has been in this country that much of the important experimental work has been carried out.

In covering various aspects of the topic, brief mention is made of some historical detail. But the paper is not primarily concerned with history. For the Australian historical picture, readers are referred to the relevant publication by BDRI6 and, for the UK story, to Foster and Johnson17. Similarly, the mechanism of moisture expansion is not discussed in any detail, it being a matter for ceramic scientists rather than for those involved in the end use of the products. The important work of Dr W.F. Cole at the CSIRO Division of Building Research has provided a basis for effecting significant reductions in the amount of expansion. However, current understanding of the mechanism is incomplete and more could be done.

2.0 The magnitude and rate of expansion

In discussing the phenomenon of the moisture expansion of fired clay bricks, it seems necessary first to emphasise the great variation in the magnitudes of expansions that occur in different parts of the world and the rates at which those expansions take place. In some parts of the world, brick growth is of only negligible importance, but such is not the case in Australia. Although the situation is now much better than it was, a common reaction among local architects, builders and structural engineers is still one of resentment and anger that the phenomenon has caused them great trouble.

In Figure 1, the range of the time-expansion curves for some Australian bricks - those quoted by Goldfinch19 in his paper at this conference - are compared with data extrapolated from those quoted in 1980 by Schellbach and Schmidt28 for bricks from the Federal Republic of Germany. The magnitude of ultimate expansion of German bricks is shown to vary from 0.05 mm/m up to a maximum of 0.62 mm/m. By comparison, the Australian bricks have ultimate expansions varying from 0.6 mm/m to at least 2.2 mm/m. Although it is now known that 0.6 mm/m is close to the Australian average and Goldfinch’s figures are no longer typical of either his own company’s products or those of most other local manufacturers, it has to be acknowledged that there is a substantial difference in the magnitudes of growth that must be accommodated in these two countries. However, more important is the rate at which the expansion takes place. For the majority of German bricks, Schellbach and Schmidt show that growth close to the ultimate is usually achieved in five to ten days from the kiln-fresh state, although there are some cases where up to 90 days must elapse before this occurs. By contrast, it takes at least 5 years before most Australian bricks approach their ultimate growth.

![Figure 1. Time-expansion curves for some bricks of Australian, German and USA origin](image)

All Australian expansion measurements are taken on the length of the brick specimens. Those of Schellbach and Schmidt were taken on the height of their extruded specimens because they believed that growth in the height of a brick should be greater that in its length as a result of the method of manufacture. If this is so, some details of the comparisons drawn above may change, but it is unlikely that these differences will detract from the general pattern of differences.
On the site where construction is taking place or in the drawing office where construction is being planned, differences between the magnitudes and rates at which expansion takes place would cause operatives in the two countries to doubt if they were dealing with the same phenomenon. Schellbach and Schmidt correctly described brick moisture expansion as being “...of little or no importance ... in most of the types of bricks used...” in Germany. Such is not the case in Australia even though the situation has improved considerably from that represented by the growth patterns of the 15-year-old bricks quoted by Goldfinch. It seems reasonable to suppose that the German and Australian moisture expansions values represent something close to the extremes of world patterns in this property. Some evidence favouring this conclusion is given by Hosking, White and Parham21 who, in 1966, examined the moisture expansion of bricks and laboratory specimens in Illinois, USA. The expansion magnitudes they reported were slightly higher than those given for Germany, but the diminution in the rate of growth is much closer to that slower change found to apply to Australian bricks. Their four-year results, extrapolated to 15 years, are also shown in Figure 1.

In 1983, Cole12 summarised part of some of his earlier writings10,11 when he said “It was shown that Australian brick-making clays are high in K₂O + Na₂O and low in CaO + MgO, and consequently have high expansions. British and American brick clays were the reverse.” Differences of this sort between the mineralogical and chemical compositions of different clays are shown by him to account for differences in expansion magnitudes. A number of Australian manufacturers have used this information and added lime or crushed basalt to their clay mixes as part of the procedures employed to bring about substantial reductions in the total growth of their products. Still to be explained is the high early growth rates of some bricks and the lower early growth rates of others, perhaps particularly those made in Australia. If all bricks could be induced to substantially complete their expansion in five to ten days, problems associated with moisture expansion could simply be eliminated by ensuring that all bricks are at least ten days out of the kiln when they are built in.

In Britain, there are some clays that follow the very fast early growth of German bricks and some that follow the much slower early growth of Australian and some USA bricks. Thomas33, for example, examined two UK brick types, both made by extrusion. The first type was made from a blue boulder clay fired at 980°C and the second from carboniferous shale fired at 1050°C. The clay brick grew a total of 0.72 mm/m in 517 days, but managed 32 percent of that total in the first two days. By contrast, the shale brick grew 0.27 mm/m in the same period but only 3.5 percent occurred in the first two days. These results serve to show that variation within one country can be considerable and possibly account for different past perceptions of the need to take the phenomenon seriously.

### 3.0 Predicting the magnitude of expansion

In 1928, Schurecht30 was developing autoclaving techniques under a pressure of around 1 MPa (150 psi) for one hour to induce moisture expansion in the expectation that he was accelerating a natural occurrence and thus speeding the study of its effects on ceramic bodies - in this case, the development of crazing in ceramic glazes. Others, including Mills27, Treischel14 and McBurney23, subjected other ceramic materials, including structural clay tiles, to similar treatments with pressures varying up to around 1.7 MPa (250 psi) and treatment times up to seven hours. By 1952, the American Society for Testing and Materials proposed a standard test procedure32 which involved subjecting specimens to a one-hour treatment at 150 psi. Except for the work of McBurney, all autoclaving work related to the crazing of glazes.

When the Australian work on the topic of moisture expansion of clay bricks began, the autoclaving technique was chosen as the basis for experiment. By 1958, Hosking and Hueber20 were reporting their belief that, by repeated autoclaving for 24-hour periods at a pressure of 1.56 MPa (225 psi), they were able to induce the total possible expansion in a variety of ceramic products. For bricks, the average expansion induced by this method was the seemingly high value of 3.5 mm/m, but some specimens ranged as high as 8.5 mm/m. Subsequent work by the same group, reported by Waters, Hosking and Hueber in 196035, lead to the conclusion that autoclaving produced an unsatisfactory relationship with natural expansion “...apparently due to the autoclave expansion being not simply an acceleration of the natural expansion but, in part at least, an expansion produced by reactions other than those that occur at ordinary temperatures.” The authors went on to conclude that autoclaving specimens “is not a
satisfactory means of determining what allowance should be made ... in the design of the structures and the way in which the bricks are used.”

By 1964, Cullen, Klucis and McDowall had adopted a milder steam treatment at atmospheric pressure and reported “that the ratios of 30-day and 90-day natural expansions to 4-hour steam expansion were fairly constant”. In 1967, Freeman and Smith reported a good correlation between natural expansion for 128 days and steaming at 100°C for six hours and, in 1970, McDowall and Birtwistle reported a mathematical relationship between the expansion induced by four hours in a steam bath at 100°C and the natural expansion over time.

The McDowall-Birtwistle relationship has been used in the method developed by BDRI to accelerate moisture expansion and determine what is called the “characteristic expansion” of a particular brick type. Characteristic expansion is a value approximating the five-year natural expansion and is a version of the “expansion index” advocated for use by De Vekey. The method was further developed by BDRI and is now incorporated in the Australian Standard for determining the characteristic expansion of bricks.

A view seems to be developing that bricks should be separated into groups with low, medium and high characteristic expansions or expansion indices. Foster and Johnson have made a suggestion for grouping UK bricks, and a similar Australian proposal has been developed by the Association of Consulting Structural Engineers of New South Wales and published in the Masonry Code of Practice. It also appears in the Australian Building Specification where it is accompanied by a requirement that a certificate be obtained prior to the delivery of bricks to a building site stating the characteristic expansion of the bricks. The certificate must not be more than six months old and must have been produced by a laboratory registered with the National Association of Testing Authorities to carry out the standard accelerated test.

Both the UK and the Australian proposals are set out as part of the information given in Table 1 (see below). As might be expected, the Australian categorisation covers bricks with higher expansion values than those proposed by Foster and Johnson. Since many Australian brick manufacturers have successfully reduced the expansion of their products, it seems possible that the UK values and categories may come to be suitable for Australian bricks. On the other hand, the measurement of expansion values of bricks made in parts of the world other than Australia has not been particularly extensive or systematic and a complete survey of the property may disclose the fact that, in many places, there are some products that can have characteristic expansions as high as 2.4 mm/m.

### Table 1. Comparative values for British and Australian methods for designing brick expansion control measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic expansion</th>
<th>Brickwork expansion (mm/m)</th>
<th>Maximum gap spacing for 15 mm movement (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>BDRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (UK and Aust) less than 0.6</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (UK) 0.6 - 1.0</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Aust) 0.6 - 1.2</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (UK) 1.0 - 1.8</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Aust) 1.2 - 2.4</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.0 Horizontal expansion

In 1966, Schubert conducted an examination of 104 structures in the Sydney area constructed with semi-dry pressed bricks and, among other things, noted significant differences in movement between brickwork in the outside leaves of external cavity walls and the brickwork in parapets and garden walls. This work influenced further thinking at BDRI and at the Experimental Building Station (EBS), particularly in relation to the effects of restraint on brickwork growth. Working in collaboration, the two organisations developed similar proposals for the design of the spacing and size of control gaps (joints) to accommodate brick expansion. A BDRI publication, _The Design of Brickwork for Differential Movement_, was published late in 1973 and, by early 1975, EBS had published NSB 135 to provide similar information. The control measures in these publications are broadly similar to those advocated by Foster.
and Johnson\textsuperscript{17} in 1982 and this paper will, at a later stage, compare the two methods for calculating control gap spacing.

The method for calculating control gap spacing for a given brick type uses the characteristic expansion value obtained from the accelerated test and the following assumptions:

- In most walls, there are conditions of restraint which reduce the actual long-term expansion of the brickwork to half that indicated by the long-term (5-year) unrestrained expansion of the bricks themselves. In parapets, however, such restraint appears not to exist and the full amount of long-term unrestrained brick expansion is assumed to occur. On the other hand, in base brickwork which is not more than about 600 mm high between ground level and a sheet damp-proof course, experience shows that the risk of damage is slight if expansion gaps are omitted.
- Vertical expansion gaps are spaced so that the maximum movement at each gap is limited to 7 to 8 mm from the wall section on each side of the gap, that is, a total movement at the gap of 15 mm.
- Since corners and offsets are the places most vulnerable to damage, the first gap shall be located at a distance from each such corner or offset of not more than half the calculated gap spacing for walls in general. Hence, any wall or section of wall whose length between corners or offsets is more than half the calculated gap spacing shall be protected by the inclusion of a vertical control gap at approximately the centre of its length.
- The gap width shall be not less than 15 mm plus the compressed thickness of the joint filler plus a small margin for safety – say 5 mm – which gives an overall gap width of at least 20 mm.
- Gaps shall be cleaned to ensure that no hard materials such as mortar droppings remain in the gaps to prevent their proper functioning.
- Any joint filler used shall be of a highly compressible type. Rigid foam polystyrene and impregnated softboards are both too rigid to be suitable fillers for a closing gap.

Most of these assumptions seem likely to prove uncontroversial. A possible exception is the decision to assume that, in the ordinary run of walling, the restraint offered by surrounding brickwork and other elements of the structure would reduce brickwork growth to 50 percent of the actual brick growth. British work by De Vekey\textsuperscript{14} and others such as Foster and Johnson\textsuperscript{17} suggests 60 percent and the Australian proposal will thus be seen by them to be to that extent unconservative.

If the above assumptions are satisfied, it can be shown that, in restrained walls with vertical gap spacings at $S_v$, the total closure at each gap would be:

$$S_v(0.5e_m + 0.35)\text{mm}$$

where $e_m$ is the residual unrestrained expansion of the brick at the time when it is built in, and 0.35 mm/m is an allowance for a temperature change within the wall of about 45°C. If the closure of the gap is to be restricted to 15 mm, then:

$$S_v = \frac{30}{0.5e_m + 0.35}\text{m}$$

A similar approach to unrestrained brickwork in parapets gives:

$$S_{wp} = \frac{30}{e_m + 0.35}\text{m}$$

where $S_{wp}$ is the gap spacing in a parapet.

The most comprehensive non-Australian proposal known to have been made for the design of control measures to accommodate brickwork growth was made by Foster and Johnson\textsuperscript{17}. Table 1 compares the results using their suggested global expansion rates (60 percent of $e_m + 0.3$ mm/m for thermal expansion) with those resulting from the application of the BDRI method (50 percent of $e_m + 0.35$ mm/m for thermal expansion). The table uses the earlier discussed notion of categorising bricks into expansion groups. In using this grouping to simplify the description of control measures, it is necessary to assume that all members of the category have expansion properties at the upper end of the category. Eleven years of Australian experience with the BDRI method shows that it provides satisfactory results. The differences between gap spacings determined by the two methods are small. It therefore seems desirable to reach agreement and to adopt one or other of these methods. Even if that agreement proves impossible to achieve and differences remain between the two countries, the practical differences in the locations of gaps will be nearly undetectable. For the most part, low characteristic expansion values will
be used in both places and it is at this level that the differences between the methods are at their smallest. A substantial body of Australian data, some of which are published in Table 6 of BDRI Technical Note No. 7, show that approximately half of Australia’s bricks have expansion values of less than 0.6 mm/m, and Lomax and Ford22 have estimated that some 80 percent of UK bricks have comparably low values.

5.0 Vertical movement

With hindsight, it became clear that differential vertical movements between shortening structures and expanding brick cladding were likely to cause distress to one or both. In some ways, it is surprising to find that consideration of the problem in the literature is comparatively recent. Anderson1 mentioned the topic in 1961 and Foster16, writing in 1971, made an important distinction between modern reinforced concrete framed structures which are subject to creep, and the older steel framed buildings which are not. In addition, the former have a poorly supported, external single leaf of brickwork sitting on a shelf angle or concrete haunch and restrained only by ties across the cavity to a single inner leaf. In contrast, the external continuous leaf of the latter is bonded without a cavity to two internal leaves of brickwork well supported within the frame.

One such steel-framed building - in New York, USA - is shown in Figure 2 [Ed. not shown here]. The pattern of cracking suggests some horizontal movement, presumably resulting from moisture expansion of the bricks, but the vertical growth and potential elastic shortening of the frame seem to have been contained. It is interesting to speculate on the possibility that this building is no longer supported by its frame. It is probably a loadbearing wall structure partially post-tensioned by the frame that was intended to support it. A second instance – the Chemistry School in the University of Melbourne – is illustrated in Figure 3 [Ed. not shown here]. Again, the building is steel framed with a three-leaf brick cladding and, again, the vertical differential movements have been contained without damage. Not so the parapet where horizontal expansion has caused a very noticeable movement at the corner. No laboratory estimate has been made of the characteristic expansion of the bricks in this building, but the salt attack damage seen in the parapet brickwork indicates that the bricks are low-fired and it seems probable that its value would be in the order of 1.2 to 1.5 mm/m.

Another Australian building of interest is the Royal Melbourne Hospital. It was completed in 1942 and has had frequent and extensive repair of damage due to horizontal moisture expansion of the bricks with which it is clad, but only one minor instance of vertical differential movement is known to have required repair. This building is of the more modern type having cavity external walls with the outer leaf supported on shelf angles. It would therefore be seen as one having eccentric support of the outer leaf of the type that is commonly associated with troublesome differential vertical movement. The fact that the building has a steel frame with a minimum potential for shortening is seen as the reason for the absence of vertical movement problems.

All Australian examples of substantial vertical movement damage, typified in Figure 4 [Ed. not shown here], are associated with reinforced concrete frames, and it seems that creep shortening of such frames is the dominant cause of that damage. The magnitude of the shortening is usually at least as great as the growth of the brickwork. BDRI4, 8 and Foster16 have emphasised the need to provide compressible joints under the shelf angles or haunches that support the outer leaves of cavity walls, but further consideration suggests that the authors may have placed too much emphasis on brick expansion and too little on frame shortening.

In an experiment carried out some years ago by BDRI and briefly mentioned by McNeilly25, two walls were built with day-old bricks, one 2 m high and the other 3.7 m. Measurement of their heights, using a chain of 10 inch Demec gauge points in the centre of each wall, showed a shortening in the first few days after they were built. It was six months in the case of the shorter wall and 12 months in the case of the taller before either was as tall again as it was when they were first built. Wyatt36, working on restrained vertical moisture expansion of clay masonry, has also shown that the initial movement is one of shortening. It seems probable that a structure usually has to cope with no more than about half of the potential expansion of the bricks.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 not available
The BDRI publication on the topic\textsuperscript{4} suggests that, in calculating the width of an expansion gap under a shelf angle or haunch, an allowance should be made for the full characteristic expansion of the bricks under consideration but this now seems conservative. Also conservative, but probably not unduly so, is the suggestion that an allowance of 1.7 mm/m be made for the elastic and creep shortening of a concrete frame. For a steel frame or a loadbearing brick structure giving support to an outer leaf of brickwork, the suggested allowance is 0.5 mm/m.

It is also suggested that the total movement at any gap (the gap closure) should be limited to 10 mm to eliminate the risk of damage to wall ties and flashings. The thermal movement required to be accommodated is the difference between inside and outside temperatures and, for Australian conditions, an allowance of 0.2 mm/m is seen as adequate; it may need to be greater in places with colder winters.

If the usual condition of a shelf angle or haunch support at each floor level is assumed and, if the floor-to-floor height in a reinforced concrete framed structure is 3.5 m, a total of $(1.7 + 0.2) \times 3.5 = 6.65$, say 7 mm, is required for frame shortening and differential thermal expansion. If the total movement is to be limited to 10 mm, it follows that a brick with a characteristic expansion as high as $3/3.5 = 0.85$ mm/m can be used if the full expansion is assumed to take place. If however, as seems probable, rather less than half the characteristic expansion is actually reflected in an increase in the height of the supported brickwork, it seems that bricks with characteristic expansion values at least as high as those categorised as medium in Australia (1.2 mm/m) can be comfortably accommodated.

Consideration must also be given to the contribution that inaccuracies in building make to differential vertical movement problems. Every instance of damage observed by the writer has been associated with poorly fixed or aligned shelf angles and haunches that leave the vulnerable external leaf teetering on the verge of being provided with no reliable support. It seems probable that, were these misalignments avoided, the incidence of damage would be reduced.
6.0 “Grassing” of bricks

Literature on the subject of moisture expansion contains many references to the fact that, in the early stages after manufacture, brick growth is high and the rate of that growth diminishes with time. As a result, many authors have advocated that bricks be not used kiln-fresh. In Australia, building specifications commonly call for clay bricks to be kept for various periods after manufacture before they may be built into a structure. In calling up this practice, the term “grassing” has been borrowed from horse racing to describe a period of rest for bricks to enable them to get their early high growth out of their systems before they are used in building.

This requirement usually causes difficulty and it is worth considering the result before insisting upon it. If bricks are of the sort that approach their ultimate expansion in a very short time, such as five to ten days after they are drawn from the kiln, it is clearly worth ensuring that they are not built in until that expansion has occurred. However, many bricks, including those made in Australia, take approximately five years to approach their ultimate growth. Such bricks closely follow the logarithmic relationship between expansion and time first proposed by Cole. The version of that relationship given by McDowall and Birtwistle is as follows:

\[ y = Zx \]

Where \( y \) is the expansion over time \( t \) in months and \( x \) is the expansion induced by the 4-hour steam treatment. They found that \( Z = -0.1929 + 0.6013 \ln (t + 2.2977) \). These equations are used to prepare the information given in Table 2 which is based on bricks with an \( x \) value of 0.025 percent; that is, a characteristic expansion of 0.6 mm/m (following the calculation method given above in connection with horizontal growth).

It can be seen from these results that, compared with using bricks that are as kiln-fresh as cool to the touch, keeping them at grass for a week or a month in a situation where control provisions have been designed on the basis of accommodating the full moisture expansion potential of kiln-fresh bricks does little more than provide a small margin for safety. Grassing for at least three months is needed to make any practical difference to the distance between expansion gaps and it seems probable that the occasions when this is needed will be few.

If a brick at the top of the Australian intermediate range of characteristic expansion values is to be used (.i.e. \( e_m = 1.2 \) mm/m), the appropriate 15 mm control gap spacing is just over 14 metres. Keeping that brick at grass for one week will enable the spacing to be opened out to 17.5 m which may seem worthwhile. One month after manufacture, the appropriate spacing will be a little under 19 m, and six months at grass will be needed to enable the gaps to be opened out to the 23 m that is appropriate for bricks with low characteristic expansion values.

For kiln-fresh bricks with high characteristic expansion values (\( e_m = 2.4 \) mm/m), the gap spacing is 9.7 m, widening out to 11 m after one week. Even after 12 months storage, the appropriate gap spacing is still as high as just under 18 m and grassing for almost two years would be needed to bring the residual expansion down to the level of kiln-fresh bricks with low characteristic expansion values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elapsed time ex-kiln</th>
<th>Residual expansion to 5 years % 5-year exp</th>
<th>mm/m</th>
<th>Spacing of control gaps (m) (allowing for 15 mm movement)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 - 36 hours</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.0 Proposals for the management of moisture expansion

Because characteristic expansion determined using the accelerated four-hour steam test has provided a satisfactory basis for calculating the spacings of control gaps, it is proposed that the method be adopted more widely in Australia and elsewhere. This would allow a more consistent approach to the management of problems caused by moisture expansion in clay bricks.

For convenience and simplicity, all bricks should be categorised into characteristic expansion groups; low, medium and high.

It is strongly recommended that recent test data be used for all calculations. Australian experience shows that characteristic expansion can change considerably over comparatively short times during the continuing or periodic production of what is visually the same brick. Halvings and doublings in results from tests taken less than one year apart have been observed.

Control gap spacings and gap widths should be calculated using the methods described in Sections 4 and 5 of this paper.

Grassing of bricks before they are built in is most appropriate for bricks that approach their ultimate expansion in five to ten days, but of doubtful value for those taking around five years to approach their ultimate expansions. This is particularly so for bricks with low characteristic expansions (0.6 mm/m or less).

Observation of many Australian buildings suggests that the damaging effects of moisture expansion in clay bricks would be better controlled if, rather than insisting on the supply of grassed bricks, more consideration was given to the location of expansion gaps.

Of great importance is the need to supervise the proper construction of control gaps. Again, observation shows too many instances where gaps have been sealed with an inadequately compressible filler or, more importantly, where substantial accumulations of mortar droppings in the gaps have not been cleaned out before the gaps are caulked. In both instances, movement is inhibited to the stage where the gaps do not function. The building is effectively without gaps and may be damaged as a result.

As part of the process of acceptance of these proposals, it is acknowledged that the current Australian method for determining characteristic expansion should have added to it some estimate of the error inherent in the method. It is also accepted that the time-expansion relationship on which it is based should be re-examined using the data that have accumulated since MeDowall and Birtwistle derived their equation about 15 years ago.

The method being advocated is based on the notion that accommodation, by way of the provision of expansion gaps, should anticipate the total movement over the first five years of the life of the building and no more. The adequacy of this approach may be seen to require further examination. Extrapolation from the four-year expansion data of Hosking, White and Parham for Illinois bricks - Figure 1 - suggests that the growth beyond five years for bricks with a modest characteristic expansion of around 0.7 mm/m is unlikely to be more than 0.1 mm/m. Extrapolation from the 15-year results of Goldfinch suggests that the difference may be in the order of 0.3 mm/m for very high growing bricks with characteristic expansions around 2.0 mm/m. The generous allowance of 0.35 mm/m for thermal expansion provided in the Australian method of gap design will comfortably accommodate moisture expansion beyond the first five years for products with characteristic expansions of up to 0.7 mm/m. For the higher expanding bricks, a short period at grass to reduce residual brickwork growth after five years by up to 0.2 mm/m will be all that is needed. A period of one week will achieve this objective.
8.0 Design procedure

This paper concludes by presenting the design procedure previously proposed in the BDRI publication, *Clay Brickwork Expansion Gaps*.

**Design procedure (external clay brickwork)**

1. Determine the characteristic expansion — the $e_m$ value — of the clay bricks to be used. Information is available from the brick manufacturer or BDRI.
2. Select appropriate vertical gap spacings for walls and parapets from the table noting the maximum distances allowance between salient corners and the first gap in each direction. Provide slip-joints at re-entrant corners.
3. Check that the vertical spacings of horizontal gaps do not exceed the maximum given in the table.
4. Check to ensure that the gaps do not make the walls unstable.
5. Select appropriate construction details and use flashings, wall-ties and gap sealants with the correct properties.

**Maximum expansion gap spacings for clay brickwork (m)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic expansion of bricks $e_m$ mm/m</th>
<th>Maximum spacings$^1$ (m) of vertical gaps $S_{v/2}$</th>
<th>Maximum spacings$^2$ (m) of horizontal gaps $S_{p/2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walls $S_w$</td>
<td>Parapets $S_p$</td>
<td>Reinforced concrete frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (up to 0.3) (0.311–0.6)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (0.61 to 0.9) (0.91 to 1.2)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (1.21 to 1.8) (1.81 to 2.4)</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

1. Minimum vertical gap width: 15mm movement + gap width = around 25mm
2. Minimum horizontal gap width: 10mm movement + gap width = around 20 mm
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